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01. In the Hot Seat
We can use this as an icebreaker or as an individual or group activity.
Sit in a circle and ask each other questions or group words and ideas under some headings.
Build a character profile for our neighbourhood that helps us find common ground about the area. And
don't worry about complexity, it makes for better stories!
In the next page, we have created a simple outline to start building our neighbourhood character profile,
and some prompts for initial questions.

Imagine our neighbourhood, however,
we choose to define it, had a
personality, a back story and we have
the opportunity to embody it:

What would we have to say about
ourselves?

What would be interesting and
special about our story?

What memories do we have?
Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

02. Fortune Tellers
This can be used as an icebreaker or activity.
Sometimes the story of a neighbourhood is significant, with good and more challenging times, and it can be
helpful to share the times that were important, as well as predict the future upcoming challenges together.
We may not know it all but we can author our own destiny!

In the next page there are some initial prompts based around using 'reading the palm of our neighbourhood'
as a creative exercise.
If you prefer a different visual you can use a timeline or an hourglass shape. This could be written, collaged, or
drawn on. Sit around a table together with a cup of tea.

Let's roleplay being fortune-tellers
or storytellers.
Read the palm of our neighbourhood.
What does it tell you about its past,
present, and future?

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

03. Hidden Treasures
This activity might be a great opportunity for intergenerational work. You can use mapping, photography,
even google street map, to curate images that are quirky, interesting a distinctive that tell something about
our neighbourhood that is distinctive.
Perhaps create a walking or active travel route that people in the neighbourhood can follow on a
scavenger hunt of sorts. Help people in the area to look at what's right under their noses. Use this as an
opportunity to 'collect stories' or create pictures that can be used to discuss memories. Work with a local
photographer, historical society, or walking or rambling group.
In the next page, we have included an initial template to use as an opportunity to start sketching and
brainstorming about what are the hidden treasures of our neighbourhood.

Let's explore our local knowledge
and start to share the hidden gems
in our neighbourhood,
the things we can't easily google.

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

04. Portrait Gallery
OCN is all about local people sharing their experiences and making things happen. Let's talk about who we
can work with locally to make small changes.
This could be done within a social environment. Create a rogues gallery of local people who connect
communities, local residents, or a list of people that make life easier, from the postie to the librarian, to local
business owners to volunteers.
Ideas to take this further: work with a local photographer to document people in the village with portraits or
group shots of activities and groups in the neighbourhood - hopefully, people interested in the dementiafriendly project. Perhaps these could be shared online with information, be exhibited in a local centre, or be
part of a series of local interviews that go on your blog. Maybe even start a life drawing class!
The template in the next page is useful to start sketching our ideas of who this gallery should feature.

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

05. Co-editing a Blog
Meeting people living with dementia and their carers and finding out about what is most important to them
is absolutely key to building inclusive neighbourhoods. Going in with a questionnaire or survey can be
intimidating, but a regular conversation over the phone, in person or even using video can (with the proper
planning) be more informal, relaxed and can generate really focused stories about particular issues and
challenges for people affected by dementia. It can make for a meaningful project-based befriending
initiative.
Creating a blog or newsletter can make the lived experiences of people living with dementia and their
unpaid carers in our neighbourhood more visible and doing this in a way that enables people who may not
be comfortable being identified to take part. They can also be empowered to be part of an editorial process
that gives them decision-making as a writer or editor.

Discuss and write
down five potential
blog topics to explore
to get started.
Allocate a writer for
each and plan
editorial meetings
every few weeks.

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

